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KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING ONLINE WITH THE HASHTAG #toSNOW
FRIENDS,

Welcome to the second digital show of our Spring season!

This production is the Atlanta premiere of the work of Tatty Hennessy - an exceptional British playwright who also develops scripts for film and television and is a hugely talented director and dramaturg. Tatty has a wonderfully original voice that combines humor with deep questions about the world, and a cinematic sense of language that ignites the imagination and brings audiences on extraordinary journeys.

First produced at the Arcola Theatre in London as part of their Vault Festival, A Hundred Words for Snow was a smash hit that was immediately booked for a national tour of the UK and ended up with a hugely successful run at Trafalgar Studios in the West End. The play tells the story of Rory, a fifteen-year-old girl who is reeling with grief from the sudden death of her dad - a geography teacher who was obsessed with great tales of Arctic explorers who battled the elements in pursuit of new discoveries.

To cope with her grief, Rory takes her dad’s ashes, and the audience, on an amazing adventure to the North Pole. Over the course of the play, she learns a lot about herself and her relationship with her family, about human beings and our place in nature, about the history and geography that formed this impossible landscape, and ultimately about grief and healing. When thinking about the kind of play we would need as we emerge from a year of loneliness and isolation, we felt that this play resonated in real and beautiful ways with the current moment we’re all living through.

WE'RE EXCITED TO EMBARK ON THIS JOURNEY WITH YOU. WE HOPE YOU ENJOY IT!

MATT TORNEY
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

GRETCHEN E. BUTLER
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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This project is supported in part by an award from the National Endowment for the Arts. To find out more about how NEA grants impact individuals and communities, visit www.arts.gov.

Major support is provided by the City of Atlanta Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs. Major funding for this organization is provided by the Fulton County Board of Commissioners.
We’re proud to support Theatrical Outfit. Their mission to provide experiences where the community can celebrate, console, and most importantly, connect with one another, inspires us. Because at Truist, our purpose is to inspire and build better lives and communities. And we boldly believe in the power of what we can achieve together.
15-year-old Rory’s father always wanted to be an Arctic explorer, but had to settle for being a geography teacher in suburban England. When he dies suddenly in an accident, Rory decides to honor her dad’s lifelong dream and to take his ashes on one last, great expedition to the North Pole. Direct from a sold-out run on London’s West End, Tatty Hennessy’s epic and hilarious *A Hundred Words For Snow* will take you on an unforgettable journey through love, loss, and endless snow.
A HUNDRED WORDS FOR SNOW was first performed at the Arcola Theatre, London, in 2018, and was the winner of a VAULT Origins Award for outstanding new work from the VAULT Festival theatre programme in 2018. It was revived at the Trafalgar Studios in the West End in January 2019. It has now made its way across the pond for its Southern premiere right here at Theatrical Outfit.

A HUNDRED WORDS FOR SNOW was filmed live at the Balzer Theater at Herren’s right in the heart of Downtown Atlanta. With 3 weeks of rehearsal, 2 days of filming, and countless safety measures, the first production on our stage in over one year is now ready for you to enjoy from anywhere.
KRISTEN JETER* (RORY) is happy to be returning to a stage, even if it is a digital one! Kristen got bit by the bug when her Griffin Middle School theatre troupe got to perform an excerpt from Guys and Dolls Jr. at the Fox Theatre. She went on to study Musical Theatre at the American Musical and Dramatic Academy in New York City. Professionally, Jeter has been fortunate enough to begin leaving her mark all around the country, by working hard and staying humble. Since returning to Atlanta, Kristen has performed as Patina in Ghost at the Alliance Theatre, as Mercy in School Girls; Or, The African Mean Girls Play at True Colors Theatre, and as Donna in Flex during Theatrical Outfit's Downtown Dialogues series last year. Favorite credits include Hair (Dionne), All Shook Up (Lorraine), Little Shop of Horrors (Crystal), Nuncrackers (Sister Robert Ann), and the show that led her back to the Fox Theatre stage, the Broadway national tour of The Book of Mormon. Because of the pandemic, Jeter can now be found on the internet like everybody else. For more info, visit www.kristenjeter.com and follow @kristen_jeter.

*Appearing through an Agreement between this theatre, Theatrical Outfit, and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.
TATTY HENNESSY (PLAYWRIGHT) is an award-winning playwright, dramaturg and director. In 2017 she won the Heretic Voices Monologue Competition with her play A Hundred Words for Snow which was produced by Heretic Voices at the Arcola Theatre in January 2018. The play transferred to the Trafalgar Studios in March 2019 following a short UK tour (RG Creative) where it received 4 Offie nominations including ‘Best New Play’ and ‘Most Promising New Playwright.’ In 2018 Tatty wrote F* OFF for the National Youth Theatre directed by Paul Roseby, exploring the first digitally native generation, which played throughout the 2019 Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Previously she has adapted The Snow Queen for Theatre N16, developed her first play All That Lives about Henrietta Lax at the Ovalhouse Theatre and she is currently developing new work with producer Rebecca Gwyther. She has also completed her first script for television, “Kitty Kitty,” which explores women and violence and the obsessive consumption of true crime stories. Her directing has seen her assist Adele Thomas on The Oresteia (Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre), Brendan O’Hea on An Audience with Jimmy Savile (Park Theatre) and the Hamlet World Tour with Shakespeare’s Globe. She was appointed the Baylis Assistant Director role to assist Max Webster on Fanny & Alexander at the Old Vic in spring 2018 and she has directed multiple productions for Shakespeare in Squares. Tatty is developing new work for the stage and screen.

MATT TORNEY (DIRECTOR / TO ARTISTIC DIRECTOR) joined Theatrical Outfit in July of 2020. Originally from Belfast, Matt worked as a freelance director in Ireland before moving to the US in 2006 to complete an MFA in directing at Columbia University. He has directed extensively in New York, regionally in the US, and internationally, and his work has been nominated for numerous awards. Before coming to TO, Matt served as Associate Artistic Director at Studio Theatre in Washington, DC for six years. His recent work includes Doubt by John Patrick Shanley (nominated for three Helen Hayes Awards), If I Forget by Steven Levenson (nominated for three Helen Hayes Awards), MotherStruck! by Staceyann Chin (nominated for two Helen Hayes Awards), Translations by Brian Friel, The Hard Problem by Tom Stoppard, and a ballet based on The Love Song of J Alfred Prufrock for Chamber Dance Co. Matt also has significant experience as an art director for TV and Film.

BEN RAWSON* (LIGHTING DESIGNER) is an Atlanta-based Lighting Designer for Theatre, Opera, and Dance, member USA 829. Theatrical/Opera design work can be seen at The Alliance Theatre, Atlanta Opera, Glimmerglass Opera, Theatrical Outfit, Actors Express, Aurora Theatre, Atlanta Lyric Theatre, 7 Stages, Theatre Buford, Weird Sisters Theatre Project, and Synchronicity Theatre. Dance design work includes choreographers Danielle Agami, Ana Maria Lucaciuc, and Troy Schumacher as well as Terminus Modern Ballet Theatre, Fly On A Wall, Staibdance, Bluebird Uncaged, Proia Dance Project, and Emily Cargill and Dancers. Ben has also worked across the country as an Associate & Assistant Lighting Designer for San Diego Opera (CA), The Alliance Theatre (GA), Berkshire Theatre Festival (MA), Atlanta Opera (GA), Lyric Opera of Kansas
RASHAAD PIERRE (SOUND DESIGNER) is a writer, music producer, musician, and lyricist. Rashaad has the ability to passionately bring out the specificity, integrity, and catharsis from every project he works on and every person he works with. Based in Atlanta, GA, Rashaad was an Audio Engineer for the national tour of Set It Off Live On Stage and worked as the Sound Designer for The Importance of Being Earnest at Theatre Buford. He has served as the Assistant Sound Designer for Paradise Blue at Kenny Leon’s True Colors Theatre Company and The 39 Steps at Theatre Buford, as well as the Audio Engineer for Warpaint at Atlanta Lyric Theatre and Brian Clowdus’ The Sleepy Hollow Experience. In addition, he produces inspiring multi-dimensional music in his free time under his personal brand. As a founding member of Multiband Studios, he enjoys the feeling of being challenged and collaborating with others. He recently graduated from The University of Georgia with a BA in Communications. Check out the amazing production team at www.multibandstudios.com.

RACHAEL KARAS (COSTUME DESIGNER) is thrilled to be working with Theatrical Outfit. She is an alum of the University of West Georgia, and is currently a MFA candidate at the University of Georgia. Previously, she has worked around the metro Atlanta area as costume designer for Theatre Buford’s Footloose, and as assistant costume designer on Aurora Theatre’s Children of Eden.

COURTNEY GREEVER-FRIES (PROPERTIES DESIGNER / PRODUCTION MANAGER) has spent the last decade working in various production roles in and around Atlanta. A proud graduate of Emory University, she came to Atlanta for school and fell in love with this city. Her work as a stage manager, sound designer, and props master has been seen at Dad’s Garage, Actor’s Express, Georgia Aquarium, Georgia Ensemble, Theater Emory, and Synchronicity to name a few, but she is happy to have found a home at Theatrical Outfit. A homebody at heart, when not working, she prefers being on her couch with a glass of wine, her husband Jonathan, and her dogs.

BRIAN WALLENBERG / SATURNBLU PRODUCTIONS (VIDEGRAPHER/EDITOR) is thrilled to be collaborating with Theatrical Outfit on A Hundred Words for Snow. It is always an honor to work with such a fantastic group of people. When Brian is not collaborating on freelance projects with organizations like Theatrical Outfit, Out Front Theatre Company, Atlanta Women’s Chorus, AIDAtlanta, Kennesaw State University’s Dance Department, and many other Atlanta area organizations you can find him behind the camera at Atlanta Ballet as their Video Content Producer. He hopes you enjoy this incredible production.
BARBARA GANTT O’HALEY* (STAGE MANAGER) is elated to be back doing theatre after a year hiatus! She has been Resident Stage Manager at Theatrical Outfit since the 2016-17 season. She has worked on shows in some capacity (including Assistant Stage Manager, Production Assistant, and Wardrobe) at The Outfit since 2011. Other credits include: Slur, Tell Me My Dream, Courage, Grimm Lives of the In-Betweens (Alliance Theatre), My Fair Lady, Cats (Atlanta Lyric Theatre). Love to Patrick, Elliana, and now Keeva! Proud Member AEA.

*Appearing through an Agreement between this theatre, Theatrical Outfit, and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.

JESSICA MCKEOWN (ASSISTANT DIRECTOR) is extremely proud to be Theatrical Outfit’s first Directing Apprentice. She graduated last year from Emory University with a B.A. in Theater Studies and Spanish. Her projects with Theatrical Outfit include assistant directing for Downtown Dialogues (The Children and Eureka Day) and The Graham Martin Unexpected Play Festival (Memorial Day and Raising the Dead). Recent credits include associate directing The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity for Theater Emory and performing as Krista and Lena in Emory University’s Brave New Works Play Festival.

THERECIA LANG (ASSISTANT CASTING DIRECTOR) is grateful to be a part of Theatrical Outfit’s production of A Hundred Words For Snow as the assistant casting director. Her recent professional and collegiate credits include: (reading of) Branches Etched Across the Sky (Theatrical Outfit’s Unexpected Play Festival) and Hands of Color (Synchronicity Theatre); 4.48 Psychosis, Macbeth, and Milk Like Sugar produced by Clark Atlanta University’s Theatre Arts department. She recently graduated from Clark Atlanta University with a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts, and currently serves as the acting apprentice for Theatrical Outfit’s Apprentice Company 20-21. Therecia would love to thank her mother, friends, and Theatrical Outfit for their abundant love and support, and give a special Thank You to the Lord for “knowing my beginning and end and guiding me through it all.”

CAROLINE COOK (PRODUCTION ASSISTANT) is a recent graduate from Oglethorpe University and is currently working as a Production Apprentice at Theatrical Outfit. She is so excited to be working on this play and can’t wait for viewers to see the incredible work the artists involved have done! Past credits include Well Intentioned White People (PA) and Raising The Dead (PA) with Theatrical Outfit, The Normal Heart (SM) and Other Desert Cities (SM) with Rehearsal Room C, and Servant of Two Masters (ASM) at Oglethorpe University Theatre.

JULES TOLLETT (PRODUCTION ASSISTANT) is serving as a Production Apprentice for Theatrical Outfit for the 2020-2021 season. She is a recent graduate of Mercer University, where she double majored in Theatre and English. She is very excited to be a production assistant for A Hundred Words for Snow. Previously at TO she serves as a PA for two readings in the Unexpected Play Festival - Memorial Day and Pearl. She would like to thank her friends and family for their support, and Theatrical Outfit for giving her the opportunity to continue her Theatre career.
GRETCHEN E BUTLER (MANAGING DIRECTOR) joined the staff of Theatrical Outfit in the fall of 2018, returning to the very place where she had her first professional job in Atlanta theatre over 20 years ago. She holds a BA in Theatre from Randolph-Macon Woman’s College and an MFA in Theatre Management from the Hilberry Theatre at Wayne State University. Gretchen worked as a freelance Stage Manager, Box Office Associate, and Arts Educator throughout Atlanta prior to joining the staff of Georgia Ensemble Theatre (GET) as their Production Manager in 2006. After 8 years with GET, she became the first Managing Director of Serenbe Playhouse, eventually moving into the role of Director of Operations of the Serenbe Institute for Art, Culture and the Environment, parent company of the Playhouse. Gretchen is a proud graduate of ALMA (Arts Leaders of Metro Atlanta), as well as a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Omicron Delta Kappa. She feeds her passion for civic service through Atlanta Woman’s Club, where she serves as Treasurer and chairs the COVID-19 Relief Fund grant program; Kingswood United Methodist Church, where she chairs the Staff Parish Relations Committee; and the Capital Campaign Committee of The Sunflower Initiative, which funds scholarships for students attending women’s colleges.

ADDAE MOON (ASSOCIATE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR) is an Atlanta based playwright, dramaturg, director and cultural worker. He is the Associate Artistic Director at Theatrical Outfit, an Artistic Associate with Found Stages Theatre and a co-founder of the performance collective Hush Harbor Lab. Addae has served as a resident dramaturg with Working Title Playwright’s Ethel Woolson Lab. He was the recipient of the 2015 International Ibsen Award for his dramaturgical work on the project Master Comic and the 2014 John Lipsky Award from the International Museum Theatre Alliance (IMTAL) for his immersive play Four Days of Fury: Atlanta 1906. Addae was also a member of Alliance Theatre’s 2015-2016 Reiser Artists’ Lab as co-writer on the immersive project Third Council of Lyons with Found Stages. His recent immersive co-collaborations include Frankenstein’s Ball (2019/2020) and Frankenstein’s Funeral (2019) both with Found Stages. As the former Literary Manager at Horizon Theatre Company, he served as dramaturg on the early development projects for Marcus Gardley, Lauren M. Gunderson, Tanya Barfield and Janece Shaffer. Addae received his BA in Theatre Arts from Clark Atlanta University and an MFA in Playwriting from the Professional Playwright’s Program at Ohio University. He is also a member of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of America (LMDA) and The Fence Network.

ROCHELLE SHINN (GENERAL MANAGER) is responsible for Theatrical Outfit’s financials and business administration. Rochelle also manages Theatrical Outfit’s intern program and teaches Theatrical Design and Production at GSU. She has an MFA in Scenic Design from Penn State and a BA in English from Western Michigan University. Past work experience includes Production Manager, Scenic Artist, Mask Designer, Props Designer, Stage Manager and Set Designer. She has designed sets for over 500 shows including productions at Theatrical Outfit, 7 Stages, Actor’s Express, Alliance Theatre, Aurora Theatre, Center for Puppetry Arts, Dad’s Garage, Georgia Ensemble, Georgia Shakespeare, Horizon Theater, Interlochen Center for the Arts, Kenny Leon’s True Colors Theatre, Portland Center Stage, Synchronicity and Theatre in the Square. Rochelle and
her husband Pete Shinn designed scenery and lights for the 1996 International Olympic Committee Opening Session at Symphony Hall in Atlanta. Recognitions include Atlanta ABBY Artist of the Year, Kennedy Center ACTF Theatrical Design Excellence in Scenery, and Prague Quadrennial Scenery Exhibit of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Rochelle is the proud daughter of Roger and Ellie Barker. She is grateful for the love and support of her family, friends and extended theater family. Rochelle is honored to support the Pete Shinn Memorial Fund at the Alliance Theatre.

**TESS MALIS KINCAID (DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR)** joined the staff of TO in 2017. She has a long history as an arts administrator, having previously served as Director of Marketing and Development at Georgia Ensemble Theatre for many years. Tess is also an actor and director with her work having been seen on stage at theatres throughout Atlanta, and regionally across the country at theatres including Arena Stage (DC), Marin Theatre Company (CA), North Carolina Shakespeare Festival, and People’s Light (PA). Tess also works often in TV/Film (“Ozark”, “Bluff City Law,” The Mule, Hillbilly Elegy, and more). She is honored to have three times received the Suzi Bass Award for Outstanding Lead Actress. She is a graduate of Wake Forest University and the Alliance Theatre Professional Actor Intern Program. She serves on the Board of the Jo Howarth Noonan Foundation which seeks to promote the work of female theatre artists over 40. She is a proud member of Actors’ Equity Association. Tess is married to actor Mark Kincaid, and they have a beautiful daughter, Barbara.

**RYAN OLIVETI (MARKETING DIRECTOR)** is currently in his second season as Marketing Director at Theatrical Outfit! Ryan is a graduate of Rider University in Lawrenceville, NJ & the Actor’s Express Apprentice Program. Ryan has previously served on staff at both Horizon Theatre Company (Marketing Director) & Serenbe Playhouse (Associate Artistic Director). Ryan is also a director. Directing credits include: Slow Food (Theatrical Outfit); ART, Charlotte’s Web, The Secret Garden, The Sleepy Hollow Experience, The Snow Queen (Serenbe); A Nice Family Christmas (Stage Door Players). Assistant Director: Candide, Warrior Class (Alliance Theatre); Dividing the Estate (Theatrical Outfit); Hands On A Hardbody (Aurora Theatre), Detroit (Horizon Theatre); Equus, Seminar (Actor’s Express); Picnic (Stage Door Players); many at Serenbe. Thanks to my family, friends, cat, mentors. Follow Ryan’s adventures on Instagram & Twitter at @ryanoliveti.

**COURTNEY GREEVER-FRIES (PRODUCTION MANAGER / PROPERTIES DESIGNER)** see Creative Team bios.

**ABAGAIL DAWKINS (BOX OFFICE ASSOCIATE)** is an arts administrator, actor, and teaching artist reinventing the triple threat. After spending several years at the University of West Georgia gaining a foundation in physical theatre styles, Abagail transferred to Kennesaw State University where she received her B.A. in Theatre and Performance Studies with a concentration in Musical Theatre. During her time at UWG, she was the Departmental Office Assistant which led her to arts administration. Since then, she worked as part-time Box Office Associate at TO before becoming staff in 2020, Ticket Sales Assistant at the Center for Puppetry Arts, and is a Teaching Artist on Faculty as well as the Associate Performance Camp Director at Georgia Ensemble Theatre. You may have seen her perform onstage in The Followers; A Retelling of The Bacchae at 7Stages. When not in a theatre, you most likely will find Abagail on an outdoor adventure hiking or mountain biking.
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Eric Hunter & Susan Allen
Renee Huskey
Tad & Janin Hutcheson
Chuck & Shelly Hutchinson
Samuel Huxford
Kristen Hyer
Dick & Terry Ingwersen
Italian Enterprises, Inc.
Karen Jacobson
Laura Jarnagic
Joyce Jelks
Jennifer Jenkins
Allen Johns
Joanna Johnson
Julie Johnson
Sue Johnson
Chuck & Joelyn Johnston
Gordon Jones
Autumn Joyner
IN MEMORY OF CHRISTIE SIMMONS
Kathy & Art Judy
Maggie Jusell
Katherine Kammer
Barbara & Charles Karcher
Jane Kassing
Carroll Keen
Valerie & Raymond Kelleher
George Kelly
Tom Kelly
Carol Kemker
Todd Kice
IN MEMORY OF CHRISTIE SIMMONS
Judith Kight
Hank & Barbara Kimmel
Tess Malis Kincaid
Lisa Kind
Joseph King
Paul Kinzie
Donna Kirkindoll
Stephanie Kirkpatrick
Klimchak
Larry Kloet
Mel Konner & Ann Kruger
Susan Kraham
Barrett Krise
Marianne Lambert
John & Deborah Lamsma
Stella Lang & Charles Burton
Joy Lanier
Caroline Leach
Linda Lebron
Lee & Turbayne Family Fund
Bronson Lee
Nancy & Marshall Levine
Susan Liebeskind & Jeffrey Donnell
Amy Linton
Micki Little
Beverly Littlefield
Tom Livernois
William Longdon
Richard Lord
Mickauna Love-Tinker
Peggy Lyle
Sharon Magruder
Tim Maisonneuve
Stephene Major
Elaine Malone
Elvira M. Mannelly
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

David Markus
Daniel Marshburn
William Martin
Kevin Mason
Rosemarie Mason
James May
Joanne & Barry Mazor
Belinda McCafferty
Julie McDonald
Alan McDougal
Cydnee & Rob McDubrof
Debby & Leonard McKenzie
Aleisa McKinlay
Arina Meeuwsen
Hollie Meglio
Erica Merritt
Frances Merritt
Heather & Jim Michael
Libby Mickle
Ann Miller
Lisa Miller
Howard Miller & Dr. Rev. Joyce Miller
Gloria Mims
Theresa Moore
William Morgan
Phyllis Mueller
Janice & Tom Munsterman
Dennis & Debra Murphy
Joyce Myers-Brown
Martha Nafziger
Andrew Navratil
Mollie Neal
Donna Nelson
Carl Nicpon
No Loss for Words LLC
Rose Marie Noble
Susan Nowack
Paul Nuesslein

Molly Nuttall
Kathleen O’Connor
Ryan Oliveti
Helen & Donald O’Shea
IN HONOR OF BOB ZOLNERZAK
Paige Otwell
Susan Owings
Renee Padgett
Emily Papera
Linda Parisi
Kelly Parry
Ellen Patrick
Olivia Payne
Denise Peacock
William Davis Peacock
Pam Pearson
John Pensec
Cara Peterman
Lanny Peters
Pete & Charlotte Pfeiffer
Ed & Sara Webb Phillips
Sharee & Joe Pierce
IN MEMORY OF CHRISTIE SIMMONS
Nancy Pihera
Ann Pitra
Tom Polk
Pookie Enterprises, Inc.
Robert Popp
Allen & Susan Potter
Elizabeth & Douglas Powell
Ronald Prescott
John & Stephanie Prevost
Charles Pursley
Gail Pyle
Frank Rambo
Cathy Randall
Joyce Ray
Terry Raymond
Judy Reece
Joseph Reed

Margaret Reese
Robin Reese
Barbara Reid
Jill Renbarger
M. Timothy Renjilian
Doyle Reynolds
Sally Rhoden
Kevin & Ruby Richards
Marilynn Richtarik & Matt Bolch
Matthew Robbins
Beth Roberts
Ray & Marina Robertson
IN MEMORY OF RICHARD & MARY ROBERTSON
A.J. Robinson & Nicole Ellerine
Sharon Rocchio
Roger & Susan Rochat
Susan Roe
Lynn Rogers
Gail Ronan
Margaret Ross
Kenneth B. Rowley
Jane Royall & John Lantz
Melinda Rue
Wayne Salter
Susan Samson
Amanda Sands
Steve Saunders
Cathy Schaffer
Bobby & Valerie Scott
Ray Segars
Tom Shafer
IN MEMORY OF CHRISTINE SIMMONS
April Shaffer
Margaret Shepherd
Alison Sherrill
IN MEMORY OF TOM SHERRILL
Suzanne Shull
IN HONOR OF BEVERLY KEY
Betsy Sierra

DATE RANGE OF DONATIONS 12.01.2019 TO 03.22.2021
Jane Simpson
Bo & Lisa Slauson
Betsy & Bridges Smith
Franklin & Maxine Smith
Charitable Gift Fund
Laura & Terry Smith
Kathy Solley
& Tom Friedrichs
Jean Sommerville
IN HONOR OF TOM KEY
Wilma Sothern
Morrie Spang
Mary Spear
Robert Sperry
Nancy Spetnagel
Elizabeth Morgan Spiegel
Peggy & Jerry Stapleton
Gina Steers
Margaret Stephen
Elizabeth Stephenson
Tena Stevens
Wayne & Liz Stewart
Marilyn Fish & Bill Stiefel
Susan Stiefel
Mary Elizabeth Stone
Wendy Strassner
Amanda & Jeff Stratton
Michael Sullivan
Felicia Sveda
Jill Sweetapple
Philip Swicegood
IN HONOR OF STEPHEN SWICEGOOD
Patricia & James Sykes
William Tanner
Martha Tate
Julie Teachout
Anne Teddlie
Michael & Alice Tenold
Anne Terrell
Staged Right Theatre
Terri Theisen
Judy Thibadeau
Kathryn & Paul Thodeson
IN HONOR OF WENDELL JOHNSON
Paul Thodeson
Diana L. Thomas
Kathleen Thomas
Beth Thompson
James R. Thompson
Susanne Thompson
Jim Thornton
Jane Thurman
Jeffrey Todd
James Tolmach
Susan Trawick
Dianne Treadwell
Ann Trousdale
Millie B. Tucker
Kristin Unzicker
Keith & Sandra Valentine
Richard Vitas
Joe & Carol Vivona
Simmie & Noeouida Walker
Jana Wall
Carol Ward
Janet Ward
Cynthia Warner
Debbie Warren
& Tom Wohlford
Stewart Webb
Hammaj Weir
James Weis
David Weitnauer
Howard Welch
Mary Wellington
Richard Wetzel
Amy & Buzz White
John A. White Jr.
Judy & Buddy White
Wesley Wicker
Elverta Williams
Sam Williams
Sue Williams
Deborah Willis
Frank Winn
Michael Wolfson
Darwin & Mary Womack
Michael Wooden
George Worman
James Worsham
Sylvia Wrobel
Tim & Mary Yoder
Jenny & John Yuhaschek
Farrel Zehr
Clay Zielinski
$50-$99
Anonymous
Cathy Adams
Jean Anderson
George Anthros
Angela Archer
Ed Atkinson
Jim & Pam Auchmutey
Laura Aven
Daemon Baizan
Gwen Baldwin
Andrea Bastek
Gloria Beckles
Teresa Beech
Richard & Angie Bell
Denise Bennett
Mary Bennett
Matthew & Marilyn Berberich
Patricia Berrett
Stephen & Claire Bistritz
Anita Bittner
Sharon Blackwood
Leann & Ted Blanchard
Lois Blonder
Sharon Blumer
Janis Bowen

DATE RANGE OF DONATIONS 12.01.2019 TO 03.22.2021
George Boyd
Jackson Braddy
Sheryl Braley
Mary & Marvin Brantley
Jo Branton
Gary & Melissa Brennaman
Judith Bridges
Robert Brinley
David Brinsfield
Jane Brown
May Brown
Sarah Brownlee
Mark Bufkin
Sujit Canagaretan
Rose Cannon
Chris Casey
Alison Caughman
Sonny Chaffin
Robin Chalmers
Carole & Donn Chambers
Brittany Charron
Debbi Chartash
Bill & Elaine Clear
Bruce Cohen
Charles Cohn
Delia A. Coleman
Kathleen Collier
Rhonda Wildman & Fred Conrad
Carolyn Cook
Elizabeth Cooper
Lisa & Ed Cordell
David Cox
Janette Crane
Paul Curnow
Laura Dabundo
Philip Davis
Mike & Lashanda Dawkins
Katherine Day
Pat Del Rey
Dara & Daina Denning
Mary Grace Diehl
Shannon Dodd
Paul Donnelly
Traci Drummond
Jan Dwyer
William Edwards
Tricia Ekholm
Michael Elliott
Nancy & William Elsea
Rick Epting
Steve Epting
Lynn Farmer
Mary Farmer
Amity Farrar
Josefina Fernandez
Claire Fishman
Stephen & Kimberly Flanagan
Joseph Floyd
Mariangel Flynt
Mike & Martha Franchot
Robert Fraraccio
Helen Fredrick
Maurie Freed
Steve & Peggy Freedman
Jeffrey & Martha Freeman
Barbara Frolik
Judith Fuller
Sonia Fuller
Linda Furderer
Dorie Gallagher
James Galloway
June Garber
Beth Garvin
Sandra Gibson
Judy Ginn
Kirk Glaze
Ann Glendinning & Dale Kelly
Pam & Robert Glustrom
E. & J. Gotlieb
Morgan Green
JD Greene
Pamela Griffin
Victoria Gunn
Carol Hadley
Thomas Hagood
Val Hallman
Kristin Halloran
Kaye Handley
Carol Hanson
Henry Harris
Paige Harvey
Rose Marie Haslinger
Peggy Hasty
John Haupert
Claire Hayes
Donna Heyman
Kenneth Horton
Yana Hotter
Betsy Huey
Mary Ellen Imlay
Mary Jo Johnson
Roger Johnson
Carl Jones
Gordon Jones
IN HONOR OF TOM KEY
Kim Jones
J. Diane Josey
David Kasbo
Carol & Jim Kelly
Elizabeth Kendall
Carolyn Kennedy
Rebekah Kern
Dawn Kernan
Simanto Khandaker
Pat Miller & Sean Kilpatrick
Ham Kimzey
Robbie King
Lawrence Kloet
Ruth Klopper
Critty Klouse
Sandra Knight
Kimberly Krautter
Bruce Kridle
Karen Kropp
Richard Lakes
John Lansing
Dennis & Lynn Lawton
Thank you to our donors

Clark Lemons
David Leta
Stephen Lewis
Daniel Lindsay
Nancy S. Livengood
Victoria Ly
Belle Lynch
Dave Marcus
Paula Markovitz
Malcolm Marsh
Christopher Martin
Lynda Martin
Jane Mashburn
Gigi Maughon
Francis Meaux
Angela Medley
Sandra Michaels
Andy Mitchell
Marc & Cherry Morgan
Wendy Morgan
Anita Morris
Lauren Morris & Cole Getzler
Ryan Mulderig
Tim Mullen
Laura & Craig Mullins
William S. Murphey
Martha Murphy
William Naber
Robin Neal
Cary Needham
Wendy Nelson
Alan Nicely
Brenda Niforth
Maureen O’Brien
Jamie Olson
Richard Owens
Frances Padgett
Eddie Palmer
Elizabeth Parke
Mary Parker
Jesse Peel
Geraldine Perry

Raymond Peters
Christine Pfeiffer
Darija Pichanick
Joanne Plinke
Wende Pope
Rosa Porter
Ann Potter
James Poulos
Timothy Power
Mollie Quinlan-Hayes
Robert Rader
Reach Out Youth Solutions
IN MEMORY OF CHRISTINE SIMMONS
Glenna Reeves
Dorothy Rehg
Sarah Reinhold
William Roberts
Deb & Michael Robinson
Charles Rooks
Jane Royall
John V. Ruggiero
Weslyn Samson
Fran Scher
Kristine Schmit
John & June Scott
Patricia Scott
Lori Shapiro
Mark Shaver
Diane Shearer
Janice Shideler
Tom Siracusa
Julie Skrzypek
Elaine Sloan
Betsy Smalley
Charles Smith
Rockwell Smith
Mary Ellen Snodgrass
Mark Snyderman
Clay Sparrow
Sue Stanford
Hani Stemple
Camille Stephens

Anne Sterchi
Lynn Stiles
Susanna Stoltzfus
Ann & Richard Strader
Karen Strothers
Cheryl Sullivan
Julie Sult
Marilyn Surbey
Saye Sutton
Paul Tate
Mary Teague
Don & Anne Teddlie
Rob & Karen Thomas
Karen Thomas
Marsha Thomas
Paul Thomas
Eileen Thompson
Anne & Jim Topple
King Trousdale
IN HONOR OF TOM KEY
Gretchen Turner
Vicki & Michael Tutterow
IN MEMORY OF MARY ROSE TODD MCGAUGHEY
Jeremy Varner
Linda Visk
Allen Wallace
Helen Wallace
Maxine Watkins
Robert Wayne
Kathleen Webb
Jonathan Weber
Brian Welch
Gary Wetherbee
Melody Williams
William Willoughby
Carolyn Wills
Jacqueline Wilson
Michelle Wlodarek
Scotland & Peggy Wright
Betty Ann & Jim Wylie
IN HONOR OF TOM KEY
Julia Zehr
Chad & Anne Zimmerman

DATE RANGE OF DONATIONS 12.01.2019 TO 03.22.2021
The following people donated to Theatrical Outfit in memory of Graham Martin, our longtime trustee, advocate, and friend. Graham served as TO’s Board Chair for 5 years and was instrumental in the creation of our home at the Balzer Theater at Herren’s, whose rehearsal hall bears his name. His support of TO continued long after his board service ended and carries on today with these gifts given in his memory. We are touched by this outpouring of love.

Anonymous
Charles Anderson
Peg & Bill Balzer
Kate Balzer
G. Niles Bolton
Jody & Cliff Cohen
Camille Cook & Shapard D. Ashley & John Myrick Ashley
David Cunningham
E. Alton Curtis, Jr.
Jim Daniels
The Davis Family
Angela & Scott Eanes
Treasure Edwards
Jim Estes & Family
Barry and Meryl Greenhouse
Barry & Meryl Greenhouse
Mary Jane Haggerty
Keith & Sandra Hart
David and Mia Hartley
Ben & Allison Hill
Paul Horning
Chris Hutchings
W. Austen & Tania C. Jackson

George & Janet Johnson
Lisa Klimenko
Beth Long
Tom Lopp
Marsha Lorentzen
Andre Schnabl & Denny Marcus
Leslie Mercier
Carter Hampton Morris
The L. B. Oran Family
John & Susan Petrakis
Sam & Barbara Pettway
Ed & Lana Quibell
Anne & Jerry Rehfuss
Rochelle Shinn
Lynn & Skip Sloan
Laura Smith
Wayne & Liz Stewart
Sweetwater Auto Tag & Wm. T. Martin Insurance Agency Inc.
Joe & Mary Trino
Stephanie Watkins
Nan & Charlie Wilson
Irene Wolkoff
Woolard Construction Co., Inc.
JOIN THEATRICAL OUTFIT ALL SPRING LONG

A HUNDRED WORDS FOR SNOW
BY TATTY HENNESSY
STREAMING • APRIL 13 – MAY 2, 2021

FIRES IN THE MIRROR
CROWN HEIGHTS, BROOKLYN AND OTHER IDENTITIES
BY ANNA DEAVERE SMITH
LIVE STREAMING • JUNE 11 – 27, 2021

OUR Luckie Stars GALA
A VIRTUAL EVENT
SATURDAY ★ MAY 15, 2021
COCKTAIL HOUR AT 6:30PM ★ EVENT AT 7:00PM

VISIT THEATRICALOUTFIT.ORG FOR TICKETS
STAY TUNED FOR OUR 2021 – 2022 SEASON ANNOUNCEMENT